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Our December issue of The Journal
takes you on a creative journey
with stops in the realms of spacetime, biochemistry, engineering,
and animation.
Change comes quickly in today’s
world, and a major shift took place as
we put together this issue of The Journal
when the US presidential election
produced unexpected results. What
this will mean for US–Japan relations
and US businesses in Japan remains to
be seen—and we will explore this in
future issues. For now, I invite you to
join us on another journey of change,
one we set out on before the November
8 election.
DO IT YOURSELF
Once found only in the realm of
science fiction, cars that drive
themselves are now a reality. In fact,

the technology is nearing the point
at which mainstream adoption will
become practical. Change in the way
you get from place to place may be
closer than you think, and we explore
projects by traditional automakers as
well as visionary start-ups on page 8.
GET ANIMATED
Another place where such futuristic
visions can been found is anime—one
of Japan’s best-known contributions to
popular culture. This creative made for
a domestic audience, but loved by the
world, may soon see the tables flipped.
Studios abroad are turning to Japan
to create illustrated worlds for their
local audiences. On page 12, we learn
how China sees Japan as a partner in
its entertainment future—and how US
artists might play a role.
GET INSPIRED
Nature is an artist as well. Just look
at the world around you. We often
think of biological creations as being
something completely different from
paintings, drawings, and even product
inventions—but there are many
similarities. Biochemist Yoko Shimizu
is combining art and science to change
how we see the world, and her work

may potentially lead to new ways of
producing the things we will need to
live beyond Earth in the future. We
visit her at Lab +1e on page 16.
GET SENSITIVE
Having crossed the bridge from art
to science, we find ourselves in Gifu
Prefecture at the Super-Kamiokande.
Work at the world’s largest underground
neutrino detector is changing our
understanding of the universe and
how it was created. Japanese scientist
Takaaki Kajita won the 2015 Nobel
Prize in Physics for his contributions
to our understanding of these difficultto-detect particles, and this year he
and his team at the Super-K won the
Breakthrough Prize in Fundamental
Physics. On page 20, we bring you an
exclusive interview with Kajita and his
US colleague Mark Vagins.

I look forward to exploring with you
the changes that 2017 will bring, and
wish you a wonderful and safe holiday
season with family and friends. See you
in January. n
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NHK生活・防災 @nhk_seikatsu
福岡市のＪＲ博多駅前の道路が大規模に陥没した事故で、福岡市は道路の舗装を終えて最終の
安全確認を行い、午前５時、１週間ぶりに現場での通行を再開させました。これに伴って、現場
付近の３つのビルに出していた避難勧告も解除しました。

At 5 a.m. on November 15, Fukuoka City confirmed the completion of restoration work on
the collapsed street in front of JR Hakata Station, and traffic has resumed one week after
the collapse. Accordingly, the city lifted the evacuation order for three nearby buildings.*
* Translation of original content in Japanese

Sallie Krawcheck,
CEO and Co-Founder of Ellevest
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NURTURING LEADERS
Women are beginning to invest
in one another’s success at a level
unprecedented in human history. It’s
shaping up to be one of the most
powerful and disruptive forces in
business and society today. The
dividends are adding up faster than
you might think.
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AUTONOMY
The future of self-driving cars
By Maxine Cheyney

IMAGE: CHESKYW / 123RF

Potentially one of the most disruptive technologies since the inception
of the Internet, autonomous vehicles are set to change the way we travel.
It has taken more than 10 years for the technology to reach anything
close to a suitable level for mainstream adoption, but the work required
to bring the concept to fruition is picking up speed.
Japan has long been seen as the
leader in technological research and
design. However, evolution of the
autonomous vehicle has only just begun
(see page 26). With the government
aiming to roll out a fleet of the vehicles
by the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and
Paralympic Games, many companies,
such as Subaru and Robot Taxi, Inc., are
taking up the challenge. Toyota Motor
Corporation, Nissan Motor Company
Ltd, and Honda Motor Co., Ltd., have
been participating in a study panel set

up by the Ministry of Economy, Trade
and Industry (METI) along with auto
electronics makers Denso Corporation,
Renesas Electronics Corporation,
and Panasonic.
Meanwhile, General Motors
Company and Mercedes-Benz
have been developing autonomous
cars in the United States since the
1980s. Today, Tesla Motors, Uber
Technologies, Inc., and Google—
along with others—are advancing
the technology from Silicon Valley.
FIGHT FOR AUTONOMY
It is hoped that the integration of allelectric engines and other technologies
will enable autonomous cars to reduce
current levels of emissions and
congestion. Of course, another benefit
is comfort—the driver can take their
hands off the wheel. This is something
that would be welcomed by the haulage
industry in particular.
Japan is hoping that autonomous
vehicles will meet the demands of an
aging population, and fill the gap in
public transportation in rural areas.
Among the main barriers to growth,
regulations are at the top of the list—

8
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particularly with regard to safety. As
Nissan Corporate Vice President and
Global Head of Marketing and Brand
Strategy Roel de Vries explained, “To keep
on increasing the levels of autonomy, there
will be a need to work with regulators and
other partners as the vehicle is more and
more becoming part of a wider ecosystem.”
For now, governments are taking
a cautious approach to self-driving
technology. Most recently, Comma.ai, a
self-driving start-up in San Francisco, was
forced to shut down. Plans for its add-on
device Comma One, which would give
any car abilities similar to Tesla’s Autopilot
for just $999 plus a $24 monthly service
fee, came to a halt when the US National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) asked for evidence that the
device was safe to use.
The NHTSA and state regulators have
been keeping a close eye on self-driving
car systems to avoid a repeat of the Tesla
Model S saga. Earlier this year, driver
Joshua Brown was killed in Florida while
his Tesla was on autopilot. This raised
serious questions about the safety of
such technology.
A key question being asked is: in the
case of an unavoidable crash, how does
an automated vehicle decide whom to
save? It may be that the onus is on the
manufacturer rather than the driver,
which could perhaps drive down the
price of insurance.
It is ethical issues such as this that will
be under intense discussion by regulatory
bodies as they attempt to determine

Masahide Tomonari, project director
at TU Automotive, believes this
would be easier to achieve in Japan
than elsewhere. “Japan is an island
country whose traffic laws are mainly
determined by a single government—
although METI, police, and municipal
governments are in charge of different
sectors. So I think it would be easier
than in the EU or the US to create
original regulations to accommodate
autonomous vehicles.”
THE TECHNOLOGY
Partnerships are certainly abundant
in the US between Silicon Valley’s
technology companies and various
automotive makers, an example
being the recent partnership between
Blackberry and Ford to develop
automotive software.
Extending Japan’s collaboration
with the United States, Toyota has
opened the Toyota Research Institute
with locations in Michigan, Silicon
Valley, and Cambridge, Mass. Another
significant moment for the industry
was the 2015 formation in Japan of
Robot Taxi, a joint venture between
ZMP Inc. and DeNA Co., Ltd. From
February 29 to March 11, the service
was demonstrated in Fujisawa City
in the Shonan area of Kanagawa
Prefecture. Robot Taxi was trialed
with resounding success, followed
by demonstration tests for Level 4
autonomous driving in Sendai, Miyagi
Prefecture, on March 27.
ZMP used the RoboCar PHV/HV
to roll out the initiative in February.
The technology includes lasers
and sensors to recognize objects,
including pedestrians and vehicles.

MANUFACTURING

where fault lies in incidents such as the
Tesla S crash.
In September, the US Department
of Transportation (DOT) released its
Federal Automated Vehicles Policy. It
includes a 15-point safety assessment
and a model state policy where “a manufacturer should be able to focus on
developing a single HAV [highly
autonomous vehicle] fleet rather than 50
different versions to meet individual state
requirements.”
There will be other issues to consider
as these technologies develop. As Nissan’s
de Vries explained, “When we get off the
highway into the urban areas, there are
obviously more elements to take care of.”
He mentioned Nissan’s ProPilot 1
system—autonomous driving technology
that was demonstrated at the G7 Summit
in Ise-shima in May—which allows for
in-lane driving on highways. “After this,
we will move to multi-lane highway
driving and, eventually, in-city.” ProPilot
has now been deployed in the Serena
minivan, and will make its way into other
Nissan vehicles, including the Qashqai in
Europe, in 2017.
According to the Nikkei Asian Review,
the Japanese government is looking
to create laws that govern the use of
driverless cars. Starting next April,
guidelines will be formulated to allow
manufacturers to test driverless vehicles
on highways. The National Police Agency
will also look at setting up a committee of
experts to discuss laws that would enable
driverless transportation in phases.
Crucially, however, Japan’s Road Traffic
Act and the Geneva Convention on Road
Traffic, which Japan has ratified, would
need to be revised to factor in entirely
driverless cars.

Also included is a mobile app that
allows customers to reserve and pay
for a taxi.
Automation is broken down into
six levels, of which most vehicle
manufacturers are still only within
levels one to three. These range from
the human driver doing everything
(Level 0) to no intervention beyond
starting the system and setting the
destination (Level 5). We are now
beginning to see systems between
Levels 1 and 3, meaning the vehicle
can conduct some parts of the driving
and monitor the environment,
but the human driver must be
ready to take control. Level 4 takes
these capabilities into unknown
environments and only requests
driver assistance in extreme cases,
such as severe weather.
Advanced Driver Assistance System
technology has taken a prominent
place in the advancement of
autonomous vehicles. The technology
includes adaptive cruise control,
distance control, lane keeping, blind
spot assist, acceleration cutoff, and
eyesight technology.
As de Vries explained, Nissan
“already had camera and radar
technologies, intelligent forward
emergency braking, intelligent cruise
control, electronic steering,” all of
which culminate in the Serena.
Subaru’s EyeSight system uses
“camera stereo technology to monitor
the road ahead” and acts as a driver’s
“second pair of eyes.” Captured by
two cameras, EyeSight recognizes
vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists, and
motorcyclists, and applies the brakes
to reduce the severity of any accident.

The automotive
world is becoming
more and more
integrated with
the wider world
of technology
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will increase with the advance of
autonomous vehicles.
NXP is also making progress in Japan
in the haulage industry, where the
company is looking to test “platooning,”
a technique in which trucks drive in a
row, with the first being controlled by a
driver and the rest operating in a semiautonomous nature. The hope is that
this will be more energy efficient.
So far, Uber, in partnership with
San Francisco, Calif. start-up Otto, has
successfully made a delivery of 50,000
beers with its first self-driving truck.
FUTURE FORECAST
TU Automotive’s Tomonari listed
other elements that are still in need of
further development, such as the fusion
of artificial intelligence and sensors
to better understand road and traffic
conditions, sensor functionality, and
cost—autonomous vehicles should be
affordable for the wider public. Data
centers for updating real-time data
are also key, but how they will be run
and who will oversee the operations is
a difficult question. Other important
considerations are the human–machine
interface—especially at Level 3 and
higher—and cybersecurity, which is
critical because autonomous vehicles
rely on a higher level of connectivity
than traditional cars.
According to the US DOT’s Federal
Automated Vehicles Policy, “Entities
are encouraged to design their HAV
systems following established best
practices for cyber physical vehicle
systems.” Cybersecurity concerns are
still at the top of the priority list, and the
search for safety-related laws and means
of ensuring security are still underway.

MANUFACTURING

ROAD MAP
“Among various difficulties, I think
the high-definition 3D map is the
biggest one in Japan,” TU Automotive’s
Tomonari explained. “It requires huge
investment and major map makers
and original equipment manufacturers
[OEMs] have their own maps, and so
there are some conflicts of interest from
traditional business models here. It
would be hard to create a standard map
compatible with global ones, and that
all OEMs and mapmakers agree to.”
This raises questions about who
will pay for the investment, operate
the data center, and run the updates.
So far, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
and nine automakers have made
headway with the creation of Dynamic
Map Planning, a venture that will
use specially equipped vehicles to
create high-definition 3D maps
for use by self-driving cars. “But,”
Tomonari added, “I believe it requires
government initiative at some point.”
In the United States, Google
is using technology called LiDAR
(light, detection, and ranging), which
creates a detailed map of the car’s
surroundings using a spinning rangefinding unit mounted on top of the car.
Most recently, chip technology
has become a major player in the
autonomous car industry with
San Diego-based Qualcomm Inc.,
a world leader in wireless technology,
acquiring Dutch chipmaker NXP
Semiconductors, the world’s largest
supplier of microchips to the
automotive industry. Chip technology
will enable assisted driving and
manage power consumption. It is
predicted that the use of these chips

Growth is certain and progress can
only be hampered by inconsistent or
overly restrictive regulation. In Japan,
something else that will need attention
is social acceptance. “Japanese—both
the government and people—are quite
cautious,” Tomonari explained. “So how
OEMs and new players show the value
of autonomous vehicles and make the
consumers understand and pay for it
is the key.”
There are more factors to consider,
including the necessity to educate
manufacturers and consumers on
safety and best practices. Essentially,
an autonomous vehicle would also
need to go through an in-depth driving
test and lessons to be able to deal with
any situation.
Many car companies are already
announcing that their self-driving cars
will be available to the mass market
within the next five years. The Internet
of Things (IoT) will play a crucial role
in the development of autonomous
vehicles, allowing cars to communicate
on the road and with their surroundings.
Atlanta, Ga. is one city that is
beginning to embrace the rise of the IoT,
and is looking to implement the use of
driverless cars on the road as part of its
Smart City program.
Still, there seems to be no shortage of
skills and knowledge when it comes to
the engineering and technology required
for the creation and manufacturing of
autonomous vehicles. With the help of
BMW and Otto, online education startup
Udacity has gone so far as to create a
degree for self-driving car engineers.
Pontus Häggström, president
and CEO of FCA Japan Ltd., thinks
there will be “gradual adoption” and
the “most potential perhaps lies in
commercial applications [such as] trucks.
Japan’s elevated and mostly separated
highway system would lend itself very
well to HAV use,” as this is where there
are no pedestrians and generally a more
predictable environment.
In looking ahead, Nissan’s de Vries
concludes: “Vehicles will become more
exciting with intelligent power due to a
fast trend towards electric vehicles and
technologies. The automotive world is
becoming more and more integrated
with the wider world of technology,
leading to many opportunities for
brands and customers.” n
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Japan
Ink

How anime is
building business
ties with China

By Julian Ryall

Anime studio DLE Inc., the company behind well-known series such
as Haiyoru! Nyaruani and Eagle Talon, announced on November 2
a partnership with Chinese movie producer Shanghai Griffin Film
Corporation. The tie-up will include the launch of a joint venture
named Griffin DLE and a ¥10 billion Chinese–Japanese Anime Fund
for up-and-coming anime artists and designers.
The deal is just the latest
indication of the growing ties
between the two nations’ creative
industries, anime insiders and
analysts say, and probably heralds
some significant changes in a
sector in which Japan has been
the acknowledged world leader for
seven decades.
The new venture will be based in
Tokyo’s Chiyoda Ward and intends
to work on a range of creative
projects in the animation industries
in Japan and China. It will provide
access to the Chinese market for
Japanese creative products, with
executives using the announcement
of the deal to confirm that multiple
productions are already in the
planning phase. They say that
markets in East Asia are the initial
target, but global distribution
is the aim.

12
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SPEED BUMP
Japan’s anime industry is
experiencing a surge in interest
and investment at present,
said Roland Kelts, author of
Japanamerica: How Japanese Pop
Culture Has Invaded the US. But
the growing collaborations with
China, in particular, could have
come significantly earlier.
“There were a series of coproductions that were underway
just before the row over the
Senkaku Islands broke out
around 2013, and everything
just fell apart,” Kelts told
The Journal. “It was, in
some ways, quite tragic
because a lot of Japanese
companies had spent
years building up their
links and working
with Chinese firms—

and then geopolitical relations
deteriorated to the point where
it was impossible to go ahead
very rapidly.”
Today, with the territorial
issue once again seemingly on
the backburner, the “explosion of
streaming media has reopened that
door,” said Kelts, who is presently
in residence at Harvard University
on a Nieman Fellowship while he
writes a book.

The new venture . . .
will provide access to
the Chinese market
for Japanese creative
products.

Thurlow said. Given its proximity
and the massive numbers of young
consumers in the market, China is
arguably the obvious partner for
Japanese companies.

Aouchache Noureddine Widad

TEAMING UP
“Japanese anime is huge in China,
and studios here are recognized
as having a good system that
produces a lot of very high-quality
stuff,” he said.
One excellent example of a joint
venture that is making cross-border
strides is Haoliners Animation,
which was set up in Shanghai in late
2013 by Li Haolin. The company
opened its Japan branch, Emon
Animation Co., in October 2015,
making Emon the first Japanese
anime studio with a non-Japanese
parent company.
“The idea came from the Chinese
side, as they were thinking of a
way to make Chinese content
more international and knew that
the experience and talent of the
Japanese in animation would be

Henry Thurlow

The deal is just the latest indication of
the growing ties between the two nations’
creative industries.
now they still do a lot of paper-andpencil work—which no one else in
the world does,” said Thurlow, who is
originally from New York but came
to Japan in 2009 and has worked as
an animator on a number of projects,
including Naruto and Tokyo Ghoul.
Thurlow believes that the rapid
global growth of social networking
services has helped fuel the boom
in the genre and has broken down
borders. This has encouraged
Japanese studios to accept the concept
of international joint productions—
even though they are far from
completely happy with the idea.
“But the future, without a doubt,
is in international productions,
and that is the direction that the
industry here has to head in,”

IMAGES: HA
OLINERS/EM
ON

ADAPT TO GLOBAL
For generations happy to turn out
products for a loyal otaku fanbase,
and a mass market that was large
enough that they earned sufficient
money to ignore outside pressure on
the direction of their work, Japanese
companies are grappling to come to
terms with a whole new picture.
“The Japanese industry is in a
transitional phase, as they have to
take into account the demands of a
global audience,” Kelts said.
Henry Thurlow, one of the very few
non-Japanese to have made a name
for themselves as an artist in Japan’s
anime world, agrees that the industry
here “has been very, very averse
to change.”
“They only moved from cell art to
digital in the early 2000s, and even

OUTSOURCING

IMAGES: INDIGO IGNITED

NEW HORIZONS
Along with Netflix and Amazon
Prime in the United States, the
emergence in China of providers such
as Alibaba and Tencent, the country’s
largest Internet service portal, has
reignited the possibilities.
An industry insider told The Journal
that “players with deep pockets”
are today willing to pay as much
as $500,000 per episode for a coproduced anime series, and that
something of a bubble is emerging
in the sector.
And while Chinese companies are
looking to collaborate with Japanese
enterprises over the short term, Kelts
says those same companies have set
themselves the target of overtaking
Japan—both in terms of quantity and
quality—within a decade.
“At the moment, the Chinese are
lacking in quality, largely because
they simply don’t have the intellectual
property, such as Naruto, One Piece,
or Hello Kitty,” he said. “But they are
busy inking deals with Japanese
industry, which has the problem at
home of a shrinking population.
“That has finally forced the industry
[in Japan] to look further afield for
new markets because the old way of
doing business has gone, which is
something they realized in the US
more than a decade ago.”
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Japanese companies are grappling to
come to terms with a whole new picture.
necessary to do exactly that,” said
Aouchache Noureddine Widad, a
French national who heads Emon’s
international section in Tokyo and
oversees global licensing.
Emon is presently working
on its first project in Tokyo,
The Silver Guardian, which is due
to be released next year and is a
rendering of a Chinese web manga
that has been read no fewer than 400
million times. But the cross-border
collaboration has already delivered
four anime series.
“In the last few years, anime
has become more recognized
internationally, so it’s not so unusual
to find international companies
being involved in the production of
anime in Japan,” Widad said. “And
as the Japanese animation market
wasn’t doing so great back then, that
international investment has helped
the Japanese animation market a lot.”
And that, inevitably, helps to
create more opportunities.
“Demand in China is increasing
greatly,” Widad said. “People are
becoming more and more connected
through their mobile phones, and
Chinese consumers now don’t
only watch anime on TV or their
computer; they tend to watch a
lot on their phones. That is why
we get to see a lot of 10-minute
episodes; it’s the most useful for

people watching anime in the train
or during breakfast.”
Statistics show that the typical
Chinese consumer is a lot like
consumers in other countries. They
are between the ages of 15 and 35 and
are mostly male—although the gender
divide is narrower than most people
would suspect.
GOING GLOBAL
For Chinese companies looking to
partner with a Japanese studio, the
reasons are threefold, explains Widad.
“It really is a question of experience,
quality, and creativity, I believe,”
he said, pointing out that Chinese
companies have long accepted that the
cost of producing in Japan is going to
be far higher than at home. But that is
a price they are willing to pay.
“Japanese companies have already
managed to make names for
themselves, and everybody recognizes
Japan as the ‘country of anime’,” he
said. “Japanese animators have decades
of experience in this field, so it’s kind
of natural to come here if you want to
create great content. China has a lot
of very interesting content and Japan
has numerous talented animators,
so bringing the two together is
our ambition.
“International anime consumers
want to watch anime made by Japanese,”
he added with a shrug. “So if, as a

company, you want to aim for
a global audience, you need to
take these steps if you want your
production to be internationally
recognized. That is the situation
at present, at least; maybe people
will be able to accept more and
more overseas anime production
with time.”
There is also a sense that, while
elections and referendums in
other parts of the world have
returned governments that are
less outward-looking and less
tolerant of differences, crossborder collaboration on projects
such as anime might just go
some way to building trust and
mutual development.
“If there is anything that is
going to bring China and Japan
closer together, it is events such
as Brexit or the US presidential
elections that are going to show
the people of Asia that they can’t
count on the West anymore,”
said Kelts. “Japanese and Chinese
anime artists are already working
together, and that is only going to
increase in the future.”
Thurlow agrees: “A world without
borders would be a wonderful
thing; and it’s up to industries such
as ours to start breaking down
those barriers and to blow up the
old way of doing things.” n
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Design or
Science?
Yoko Shimizu and the future of shared genius
By John Amari
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SCIENCE

You can learn a lot about someone by asking
them about their heroes. For Yoko Shimizu, that
would include Leonardo da Vinci, Thomas Edison,
and Elon Musk. A science researcher and artist,
Shimizu is the brain behind +1e, a creative lab
through which she produces exhibits that merge
art, science, and nature.
Born in Kyoto, the cultural heart of Japan, Shimizu’s love
of art, nature, and science was nurtured by supportive family
members since early childhood. When the family relocated
to the United States while she was still a schoolchild, that
love and support remained.
“I took classes from traditional Japanese artists in Japan
when I was really young. And even when my family moved
to New Jersey, I kept it up. My grandfather, who is an art
enthusiast, was an early inspiration.”
In those early years, Shimizu enjoyed watercolors,
painting, sculpting, silkscreens, and woodblocks. She also
loved frolicking in nature and studying it carefully.
Today, her dazzling installations are celebrated around the
world. Shimizu herself is a much-sought-after innovator in
the creative industry, giving presentations at domestic and
international events and collaborating with a wide range
of partners.
YOUNG RESEARCHER
Shimizu’s love of art, science, and nature stretches as far back
as she can remember; the first word she recalls saying was
hana (flower).
“From a young age, I loved plants, insects, and all kinds of
life-forms found in rivers, forests, and seas. I would collect
various specimens and keep them in the drawers and shelves
in my room.”
Such was the state of her room that her mother would on
occasion walk in to “find bugs crawling all over the place.”
That said, her interest in nature extended beyond mere
curiosity and admiration; she really “wanted to know how
nature works—the shape, form, and function of things.”
“If you take just one body part of one creature—the shape
is not just beautiful, it is also alive, functional, and constantly
evolving. This really fascinates me.”
Today, Shimizu works closely with scientists, including her
professors from her days as a student, and researchers from
museums, art institutes, and tech companies. Her creations
have been commissioned by organizations in both the
private and public sectors.
Multiculturalism has also played a major role in Shimizu’s
work. When she relocated to New Jersey with her family, for
example, her education in the arts and sciences underwent
a massive boost. It seemed that hardly a moment went by
when they did not see a musical or visit a museum.
On visits to New York, Shimizu was fascinated by the
city’s contemporary art scene: “Even on the street, you
could see musicians, dancers, and all sorts of street art,”
she remembers.

In addition to enhancing her love of art and culture, living
in the United States strengthened her personality and ignited
a strong sense of independence and purpose, even while it
risked creating a crisis in her identity.
“My parents were really worried that I would be lonely
when we moved to the United States for my elementary school
years. My Japanese was just starting to make sense, but here
we were moving to a country where I would have to learn a
new language.”
But her parents need not have worried. “America is more
culturally diverse than Japan, so I didn’t have any problems
being accepted.”
If anything, the real challenge came when her family moved
back to Japan. As there are “certain ways that you have to act,”
Shimizu struggled to find her footing in her homeland.
“I was supposedly a Japanese national, but [my] not
knowing the rules that locals should know was a bit of a
problem for some people.”
That said, Shimizu believes her bicultural upbringing has—
on balance—been a benefit rather than a burden.
“If I had entered a big, traditional Japanese company after
my graduation, it may have been difficult for me. What I am
doing now as a science researcher and designer allows me to
be different, and there is value in that.”
Shimizu’s desire to stand out while at the same time having
universal appeal is perhaps encapsulated in the name she
chose for her lab.

What I am doing now as a
science researcher and
designer allows me to
be different, and there
is value in that.
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“I wanted a name that was iconic, recognizable, and not
bound to a particular language—something like E = MC2.
Well, the Japanese characters of my first name, Yoko, can be
read as ‘proton.’ And, as you know, +1e is the electric charge
of a proton.” Thus +1e lab was born.
SCHOOL OF LIFE
When Shimizu returned to Japan for her high school and
college studies, her love of art and science did not abate. Due
to the nature of the education system here, however, she was
faced with a decision: Which course to follow in college, artbased or science-based?
“When you are in the last year of high school in Japan, you
have to choose a path to university, and this is determined by
the entrance exam you take. I did wonder which I would like
to do, because I liked both science and art.”
Because she already had a long history of doing art as a
child, and as she believed the confluence between science
and technology would become the next big thing, Shimizu
chose science.
“For that kind of subject, I would definitely need a lab, so I
chose to go in that direction,” she recalled thinking. Shimizu
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majored in biology and chemistry
at Kobe University.
It would be some years, however,
before she could follow her true calling;
her first position before graduating was
with an advertising company in Osaka, where
she worked as an intern.
“It was a small startup, and they were looking for someone
with a background in technology and design. The experience
I gained there was amazing. I got to do a lot of stuff and to be
a decision maker from an early age.”
Following graduation, Shimizu continued in the same
company for some three years, in the role of creative
director; she was in charge of a team of experienced staff, as
well as a number of large clients. While she admits to finding
the experience thrilling, there were moments that were
extremely challenging.
“The scary part was when something went wrong with a
project. Then, the client would ask for the person in charge,
and they would expect someone senior to speak to them.
When I turned up, they were often even more angry because
I was a woman and really inexperienced.”
In hindsight, she is thankful for the experience. “By being
in a small company and taking responsibility for decisions, I
learned in a few years what would have taken decades for me
to learn if I was in a large company or in a junior position.”
An added benefit of working at the startup was that its
CEO at the time was a woman. “I always wanted to start
something of my own,” Shimizu said, “but I didn’t have any
female role models, except the one where I worked.
“She had a feminine leadership style, which was friendly
but firm and effective in dealing with clients. I thought that
was an interesting management style that I really respected.”
When the time came for Shimizu to go it alone, she did
so. At first she worked as a music and arts broadcaster for a
Japanese radio station, where she helped establish their arts
program, and next in public relations.
During the same period, she began her own research in
science and art, doing much of it in her grandfather’s old
warehouse in Nagoya. She also began exhibiting; her first
public show took place in 2008.

SCIENCE

ART MEETS SCIENCE
Among the objects Shimizu most likes to study—and that
also have become subjects of her exhibitions—are microorganisms. They are “microscopic, while also appearing
to be galactic,” the scientist-slash-designer says.
“Yeast cells, for example, are very pretty. In one
exhibition, I wanted to show how they proliferate,
so I created a gallery space that resembled an R&D
‘clean room’.”
In the exhibition, cultures of microorganisms
contained in petri dishes are displayed on a wall. The
viewer can watch them grow exponentially, form
colonies with multiple generations, and, because they are
contained in a closed environment, deteriorate and die.
The exhibition is meant to induce reflection on life.
“Humans procreate and accumulate into societies.
And as we are in a closed environment that we are also
destroying, we have to be careful about how we maintain
a balanced ecosystem.”
The consequences of failure are dire, unless we become
an interstellar species and escape Earth, perhaps moving
to a place like Mars, she adds.
This is something that Shimizu is looking into. In her
latest work, she uses cellulose, a fiber contained in plants
and some micro-organisms, to cultivate what she calls
“bio-textiles.”
“I want to see how many of the things around me—like
textiles and appliances—I can cultivate using cellulose, in
the same way that people have done with silkworms and
silk to create cloth.”
In a future project, Shimizu plans to experiment with
growing plants artificially because, she says, this kind
of knowledge “will be necessary if we decided to create
colonies in outer space.”
“If we are to live on a planet like Mars, we will probably
have to live in enclosed environments, and we would
have to grow things artificially. That’s what I’m thinking
about now.”

Biotechnology . . . is the perfect
vehicle for moving humankind
closer to nature

MOON SHOT
Today, Shimizu plans to expand her lab so that it can
become a permanent public space that harks back to one
of her heroes, Thomas Edison, and his research facility at
Menlo Park in New Jersey.
“At the park, you can see Edison’s residence and the
many inventions that he made. My family visited the
center when I was a kid, and I was fascinated not just
by his experiments, but also how he created the concept
of R&D and collaborative research with creatives from
all walks of life, from designers to engineers to artist
to scientists.”
For Shimizu, biotechnology—via cross-border,
multidisciplinary collaboration—is the perfect vehicle for
moving humankind closer to nature.
While the technology of the past may have created gaps
between humans and the natural environment, that of
the future ought to build bridges. To this end, Shimizu
hopes to become the Elon Musk or Thomas Edison of art,
science, and nature. n
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There is, on average, one supernova explosion
every second in the known universe. The energy
released in each of these explosions is more than
the total output of our sun over the course of its
life, which will span some 10 billion years.
Each explosion emits neutrinos, one of the fundamental
particles of nature, which carry off about 98 percent
of the total energy produced. But while neutrinos are
fundamental to our understanding of supernovas—and,
indeed, the universe—little is known about them. That is
slowly changing.
In 2015, the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics to Japanese physicist
Takaaki Kajita and Canadian physicist Arthur B. McDonald
for their “key contributions to the experiments which
demonstrated that neutrinos change identities.”
This year, Kajita, Yoichiro Suzuki, and his colleagues
at Gifu Prefecture’s Super-Kamiokande (Super-K), the
world’s largest underground neutrino detector, won the
Breakthrough Prize in Fundamental Physics. The prize
was awarded to five international teams investigating
neutrino oscillation.
In an exclusive interview with The Journal, Kajita, who
is director at the University of Tokyo’s Institute for Cosmic
Ray Research and a principal investigator at the University

of Tokyo’s Kavli Institute for the Physics and Mathematics
of the Universe (Kavli IPMU), touched on a number of
topics, including the research that led to the breakthrough.
His colleague at Kavli IPMU, US scientist Mark R. Vagins,
also spoke to The Journal. A fellow Breakthrough Prize
winner for his work at the Super-K, Vagins outlined the
decades-long hunt for neutrinos and shed light on potential
avenues for the application of this new knowledge.
Professor Kajita, what can you tell us about neutrinos?

Neutrinos are one of the elementary particles. You can
think of them as something like an electron, but without
an electric charge. Moreover, that they have almost no
mass is the most important thing about this discovery.
What is the significance of neutrinos having such
small mass?

If neutrinos had no mass, then—like photons—they would
travel at the speed of light, which means time would not
advance for them. They would have no time to change
their time, and therefore they would not oscillate. That is
a simple way to put it.
Can you say something more about neutrino oscillation?

If neutrinos travel some distance, some of them change
into another type or flavor state. Each neutrino has
three flavor states, which we have named electron,
muon, and tau.

GHOST IN
THE MACHINE
Nobel Laureate Takaaki Kajita sheds light on the elusive neutrino

By John Amari
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What can you tell us about Japan–US collaboration
in your research?

Not really, because that process involves changes in
energy. Perhaps this analogy helps. If you take two tuning
forks of different frequencies and hit them, the sound
waves they produce will interfere with each other, and
the resulting sound will alternate its loudness. In an
analogous way, neutrinos change between their three
flavor states—or “types”—as they propagate in the
atmosphere and the Earth. When you sample them, their
flavor state will be one of the three.

The Super-K experiment initially started via a
collaboration between Japan and the United States.
We signed an agreement in 1992, and we have been
collaborating since then. From the beginning, the
ratio of Japan–US collaborators has been about
60–40 percent. So we have been working closely
together, and that has been a good experience for
both countries.

SCIENCE

Is oscillation similar to the way water changes from
a liquid to a gas to a solid?

Were you always into science?
Was there a eureka moment in your research into
neutrino oscillation?

Yes, about 30 years ago. At that time, I had just completed
my PhD. I was trying to improve the analysis software
at the Kamiokande experiment, the predecessor of the
Super-K. The motivation then was to improve the proton
decay searches of the experiment, and that involved
improvements in various software. I checked the results
against existing data, and found that the number of muon
neutrino events at Kamiokande was almost half of the
expected number. That was the eureka moment—when I
thought oscillation might be the explanation.
What other questions are there to be asked
about neutrinos?

PHOTO: KAMIOKA OBSERVATORY, ICRR (INSTITUTE FOR COSMIC RAY RESEARCH), THE UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO

For every particle, there is an antiparticle. Electrons, for
instance, have anti-particles called positrons—electrons
have a plus-one charge, while positrons have a minus
charge. Now, we think of neutrinos as having zero charge,
so an anti-neutrino must also have zero charge. If this is the
case, one can ask: Are they really different? This suggests
there is more beyond the Standard Model of particle physics
that we are yet to understand.

Well, before I finished my undergraduate studies, I was
not extremely serious about science. When I decided to
pursue graduate studies, I accidentally joined Professor
Masatoshi Koshiba’s group, which was at that time
beginning preparation for the Kamiokande experiment.
For the first two years, my work involved planning for
the experiment; there was no physics analysis involved
at all. But I somehow found this kind of preparatory
work really exciting, and began to think that I may be
making a contribution to future science.
That’s when I decided to carry on from the master’s
course to the PhD, at which point I was fully involved in
the construction of the Kamiokande detector. I worked
in the mine every day, and that was an interesting
experience that made me like the work more. By the
time the experimental analysis started, I had decided
to become a scientist.
NEUTRINO BUSINESS
This year marks the 60th anniversary of the discovery
of neutrinos, but there has thus far been no business or
technological application for the elusive particle.
Kajita’s colleague Mark Vagins is among a handful
of people actively developing neutrino-based
technology. In his case, the work is for national
security considerations such as anti-nuclear weapons
proliferation.
Through his affiliation with the University of
California, Irvine, Vagins is a spokesperson for
the WATer CHerenkov Monitor of ANtineutrinos
(WATCHMAN) detector, a project funded by the
US Department of Energy.
“The idea of WATCHMAN works like this: If we can
develop a detector that sees neutrinos from a supernova
halfway across the universe, then that level of sensitivity
can do other tricks, such as seeing neutrinos that
are emitted from a nuclear reactor sitting across
national borders.”

The Super-K experiment initially
started via a collaboration between
Japan and the United States.
Engineers perform an eye check of a single photomultiplier (PMT)
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That was the eureka moment—
when I thought oscillation might
be the explanation.

While transborder detection of such activity has
never been possible, Vagins hopes the technology that
WATCHMAN seeks to develop will be able to detect
neutrino emissions from a very small nuclear reactor—
say one that can produce a single nuclear weapon per
year. This is what rogue countries are most likely to
produce, he says.
“There are two great hooks if you want to snare a nefarious
nation in this situation. Firstly, neutrinos, theoretically,
cannot be shielded—say by hiding the reactor underground.
They can go through rock and all that. Secondly, the kind of
neutrinos that emerge out of a reactor are unique; they leave
a very different signature to, say, solar neutrinos.”
If such a neutrino emission were detected, it would
amount to incontrovertible evidence of nuclear fission,
a process whereby the nucleus of an atom is split and a
large amount of energy is produced.

PHOTO: PI FRISK. © NOBEL MEDIA AB 2015

Dr. Takaaki Kajita receiving the 2015 Nobel Prize in Physics

FUNDAMENTAL PARTICLE
Quite apart from non-proliferation, neutrinos are key
to our understanding of the building blocks of nature,
which is based on the idea of fundamental particles. In
classical Greece, atoms were thought to be the smallest
unit of matter. It turns out that atoms are composite
particles containing electrons and a nucleus made of
protons and neutrons.
But these three components are themselves not
fundamental particles. They are made of even smaller
particles, for which scientists have found imaginative
names. These families of particles include photons and
gluons; z-bosons and w-bosons; six flavors of quarks;
and leptons, which come in six types, including three
kinds of neutrinos.
Together with the fundamental interactions
of nature—strong nuclear, weak nuclear, and
electromagnetic—these known fundamental particles
describe the Standard Model of particle physics.
“What is special about the neutrino family—and
this is why Professor Kajita won his Nobel Prize—is
that they are able to flow between the generations—
between electron, muon, and tau,” Vagins explained.
“Each neutrino is a blend of those three states, but in
different proportions.”
BACK IN TIME
Kajita’s discovery can be traced back to the 1970s.
At that time, there was an effort to create a theory
of everything that would unify strong nuclear, weak
nuclear, and electromagnetic forces.
“It was a beautiful theory, and it made a prediction,”
Vagins explained. “Protons would decay at a certain
rate, and that rate was testable.” This radioactive
decay suggested that protons—which, together with
neutrons, constitute the nucleus of an atom—would
decay into lighter subatomic particles.
Why was proton decay important? “Well, if you
knew the rate at which protons decayed, it would be
the equivalent of knowing the fate of the universe.
After all, if protons aren’t forever, then nothing else is.”
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COSMIC NEUTRINOS
IMB started producing data in the 1980s. In the same
period, Japanese scientist Masatoshi Koshiba was
developing his own underground detector called
Kamiokande, located in a zinc mine in central Honshu.
Koshiba is an emeritus professor at the University of
Tokyo and the joint winner of the 2002 Nobel Prize in
Physics, together with Americans Riccardo Giaconni and
Raymond Davis, Jr., for work on the detection of cosmic
neutrinos. He is also Kajita’s mentor.
While both IMB and Kamiokande were created to look
for proton decay—a goal that they never managed to
achieve—they were also capable of looking for neutrinos.
Both detectors consisted of a massive water tank
surrounded by photon detectors whose function was to
sense flashes of light created when protons decayed, or
when neutrinos—of which millions are flowing through
the Earth every nanosecond—interacted with the atomic
nuclei and electrons comprising the huge number of water
molecules filling the tank.
On February 23, 1987, a burst of neutrinos reached
Earth from a supernova that had gone off 170,000
years earlier in a galaxy orbiting the Milky Way. Three
neutrino detectors around the world, including IMB and
Kamiokande, were triggered by this distant supernova
called SN1987A.
“That really reinvigorated the field because IMB,
Kamiokande, and an experiment in the then-Soviet
Union detected it. Suddenly, these detectors—which
were mainly supposed to see proton decay—were receiving
these unexpected bursts of neutrinos.” These unique data
confirmed the basic model of stellar evolution.

SOURCE: NOBELPRIZE.ORG
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The first group that attempted experiments to detect
proton decay worked at the Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven
(IMB) detector, a collaboration between the University
of California, Irvine, the University of Michigan, and
the Brookhaven National Laboratory, located in a salt
mine in Ohio.

Using a different technology, another team led by Davis
had previously measured a counting rate for neutrinos,
which they claimed were solar neutrinos; but they could not
provide proof for the source of their counts.
“But Kamiokande had directionality,” Vagins said. “You
could plot a graph that showed the angles [from which] the
neutrinos came in, which pointed back to the Sun. That was
the proof that these were solar neutrinos.”
TOO FEW NU MU
However, all three experiments noticed something
strange. The Davis experiment observed about three
times fewer solar neutrinos than expected from the fusion
processes which power the Sun. This became known as
“the solar neutrino problem.” Similarly, people thought
they knew how many neutrinos would be made in the
atmosphere by cosmic rays hitting the air. But when both
IMB and Kamiokande saw too few atmospheric muon
neutrinos, this became known as the problem of “too
few nu mu.”
“And it is easy to calculate the ratio of the muon and
electron-type neutrinos. It should be two-to-one, or two
muons for every electron. So, they expected to measure
this factor of two, but they realized that there weren’t
enough muon-type neutrinos,” Vagins explained.
While the calculation was simple, the discrepancy
between the expected result and the actual findings was
perplexing. But the Japanese scientists had a guess.
“The Japanese group called it what it turned out to
be. They said, ‘We believe this is a hint of neutrino
oscillation. The muon type [neutrinos] are disappearing,
and while they are not necessarily turning into electrontype neutrinos, there is something happening.’" They
moved forward with the planning for the next generation
experiment: Super-Kamiokande.
SUPER-KAMIOKANDE
The IMB group was not convinced that the anomalies
in the expected number of neutrinos detected could be
explained by oscillations. But the Japanese Kamiokande
group was, and—after joining forces with the American
IMB scientists—the two groups worked together to build
the much large Super-Kamiokande detector to see who
was right.
Operations began in 1996, and within two years the
results were in. The 50,000-ton Super-K had collected
irrefutable evidence of neutrino oscillations.
“It was a pretty major deal,” said Vagins, who joined
the Super-K in 1994 and helped establish the detector.
“Indeed, when the announcement was made in 1998,
dark energy was not yet understood; and, in fact, it was
discovered the same year as neutrino oscillations.”
For Kajita and Vagins, neutrino science—much of
which was built on the foundation of the original data set
of just 24 supernova neutrinos that were detected from
SN1987A—is a window into a world beyond the Standard
Model of particle physics.
The elusive particles also shed light on the formation of
the early universe and, in turn, to the molecules that form
all matter—including us as humans. n
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G7 JOINT STATEMENT ON
AUTOMATED VEHICLES
EXPOSES DISORDER
At the end of September, a meeting of
transport ministers representing the
G7 nations was held at the resort town
of Karuizawa in Nagano Prefecture.
Automobile manufactures and others in
the industry who are competing to develop
automated driving systems (see page 8)
chose to issue a joint statement that they
would “engage in mutual cooperation and
exert leadership.” While on the surface
it appears that technical development
is proceeding harmoniously, from the
expressions adopted concerning the
internationalization of safety regulations
and other matters, discord was evident.
With regard to automated driving
technology in Japan, the United States,
and Europe, technologies to automate
numerous functions of the accelerator,
steering wheel, and brakes have emerged.
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Concerning safety regulations, however,
while Japan and Europe have been
pushing for rules at the current level of
automated driving technology as per
conferences conducted at the United
Nations, the US announced guidelines
focused on fully automated driving. If
an agreement is delayed, it’s possible
that this will delay dissemination of the
new technology.
Concerning automation technology,
the statement said that “with the
expectations [the technology] will
possibly contribute to reductions in
accidents, improved traffic access, etc.,
this should result in realization of the
world’s safest and most secure road
transportation system.” To this end, the
member governments are in agreement
to foster tie-ups between manufacturers,
academia, and the government, to
engage in cooperative research and
development. The statement was
praised by the speaker of the meeting,
Japan’s Minister of Land, Infrastructure,
Transport and Tourism, Keiichi Ishii.
However, questions related to
the phrasing of international safety
standard regulations underscored the

Japan policy updates translated
from Keizaikai magazine

rivalry among the G7 nations with regard
to automated driving technology.
The framework for controls required
that they must “spur innovation,” so
Japan and Europe have assumed a more
guarded position concerning totally
automated driving, which may make
compromises unavoidable.
The G7 nations have agreed to set up
a working group, but complications are
foreseen in the upcoming discussions.
CABINET OFFICE

NEW PANEL TO MULL
IMPROVING ACCURACY OF
STATISTICS
In Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s third
Cabinet, the method for calculating
gross domestic product and other
economic statistics has been debated in
the government and ministries. Officials
have become aware that, with increased
computerization and the growth
of single-person households, it has
become essential to grasp social changes
more rapidly.
The government has projected a GDP
of ¥600 trillion by around 2020.
In September, the government set up a
panel of experts to discuss the accuracy
of economic statistics.
Within the government, the greatest
claim of bias has been against the
household survey utilized by the
Ministry of Internal Affairs and
Communications, on which projections
of individual consumption are based.
In September, the expert panel debated
the development of a new methodology
for statistical indices that harnesses Big
Data. Conclusions and recommendations
are expected by the end of the fiscal year
(March 31, 2017).
No progress has been made due
mainly to Japan’s over compartmentalized
bureaucracy. n

SURVEY

Looking Up
Firms see growth in economy and business

Though the Japanese market continues to present

Respondents also reported a small drop in company
performance. While still positive, the index for reported
challenges for foreign companies, the latest quarterly
sales performance over the past six months was +0.34
Foreign Chambers in Japan Business Confidence
compared with +0.59 in April, and profitability
performance showed a similar slide at +0.38
Survey finds that most remain optimistic, although
(previously +0.61).
cautious, about the future.
When asked about the economic outlook for the next
six months, North American companies (+0.17) were
Conducted between October 18 and 28, the fall 2016
a bit more bullish than their European counterparts
edition incorporates 288 valid responses from members of 13
(+0.04), but Australia and New Zealand were most
foreign chambers of commerce and business organizations. A
positive (+0.22). Only 1% are planning to downsize and
typical respondent company has been in Japan for more than
just one of the respondents is considering withdrawing
20 years, has 40 employees, and is involved
from Japan.
in sales, trading or the service industry.
Identifying the reasons for a change in
Since the last survey, conducted
business performance, 51% cited their
between April 12 and 22, there has been
own efforts. The exchange rate was a key
an improvement in the Japanese economy
factor for 19%—a big jump from 9% in
valid
and the expected growth is higher; but the
responses the spring survey—while a change in
change is marginal.
resources held steady at 8%. A shift in
from members of competition played a role for 6%, while
On an index using a scale from +2
(strong improvement) to -2 (strong
3% specified Abenomics (previously 5%).
decline), optimism for growth in the
An additional 13% cited other factors.
Japanese economy over the next six
The survey asked companies how an
months improved to +0.10 compared
aging society will affect them. The split
with +0.02 in the spring survey.
foreign chambers between those who see new business
Looking 12 months out revealed a similar
potential and those who see no effect
of commerce
increase: +0.27 compared with +0.18 in
was even at 32% each. Only 14% feel that
the previous survey.
the aging of Japanese society will have a
Breaking this down by industry uncovered noticeable
negative impact on their business, although 16% see the
changes in the six-month view for finance (+0.00; previously
weaker economy that will come in step with this aging as
-0.19) and service (+0.19; previously +0.08), while the
being bad for business. n
12-month view showed an increase in sales and trading
(+0.23; previously +0.11).
The next survey will be conducted in April 2017.

288
13

Other

8%

13%

22 responses

36 responses

Exchanges rates

19%

54 responses

Own efforts
145 responses

More/fewer resources

6%

16 responses

FACTORS

51%

Total number of
responses: 282

Competition change

3%

Abenomics
9 responses
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Supporting
Women
By Christophe Duchatellier,
CEO, Adecco Asia Pacific, Adecco Group

H

igh on the corporate agenda is the
issue of female participation in the
workforce. It is up to board members
and managers at all levels to create
an environment that encourages and
motivates female workers to participate
in the workplace. For this, both the
company atmosphere and culture need
to be considered.

While the situation has improved
to an extent, the M-shaped curve
that charts women’s employment is
still much more pronounced in Japan
compared with other industrialized
nations. The curve follows life events
such as marriage and raising children,
showing how the number of women in
the workforce drops and then recovers.

CORE ISSUES

TANGIBLE EVIDENCE

One of the main issues that Japan
faces is long working hours. In terms of
female participation in the workforce,
life events such as having children can
create barriers. It is for this reason that
more companies should introduce
flexible work styles and enable staff
to work from remote locations when
possible. In addition, both national and
local governments could assist parents
by increasing the number of daycare
centers and support for having children.
Increasing the participation of female
workers in their late twenties and early
thirties is essential because it allows for
the cultivation of leaders in the company.
In order for women to continue to build
their careers, they need role models
within the company to whom they can
refer and ask for advice.

There is data to suggest that increased
participation of women in the workforce
provides a significant boost for business
success. While looking at the Fortune
500 companies, the upper 132, with a
higher percentage of female directors,
had a better management index
compared with the lower 129. Return on
equity was at least 53 percent higher,
return on sales was at least 43 percent
higher, and return on invested capital
was at least 63 percent higher.
Companies that consciously promote
women are often more proactive
in improving their overall work
environment. This goes hand in hand
with creating a better work–life balance
for all employees. It is likely that, in those
cases, the general corporate culture
generates better business outcomes.

520
Fortune 500 companies
Out of

with a higher
132
percentage of female directors

have better
management index
compared
with the lower

129

WHY CHANGE IS NEEDED
Japan faces an aging population and
a decreasing birthrate, and it is hoped
that an improved work–life balance
will help improve the situation. The
lack of daycare centers has garnered
considerable attention recently
as being an increasing problem.
Further, the current environment for
raising children needs to be tackled
if the birthrate is to improve to
counter the issues related to Japan’s
aging population.

In France, for example, many parents
take advantage of babysitters who often
come from overseas. It would be wise
for Japan to relax visa conditions for
foreigners to attract such individuals.
Additionally, improving the working
conditions for daycare staff, is vital to
meet the needs of working parents.
In addition, since 2002 French fathers
have been able to take up to 11 days
of paternity leave. In the first year,
60 percent of fathers took advantage of
the system.
Work style reform—especially the
introduction of flexible working hours,
telecommuting, and reduction of long
working hours and overtime—is another
facet that needs to be addressed.

ADECCO PLANS
In line with Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s
goal to increase female participation
in the workforce, the board of
Adecco Japan is now 50 percent
female. The proportion of female
managers is still lower than that of
male managers, but the company
will continue our efforts to increase
this number.
Recently, Adecco Japan CFO
Kana Odawara was listed on Staffing
Industry Analysts’ Global Power 100—
Women in Staffing list for 2016, which
covers the most influential women in
the North American, European, and
international staffing industries. As the
global leader in HR solutions, Adecco
will continue to strengthen its presence
as a thought leader in Japan. n

www.adecco.com
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C urbing
C ancer C osts

Combination therapy promises
better, cheaper immunotherapy

Immunotherapy opens a fourth front in the war
against cancer, following surgery, chemotherapy,
and radiotherapy.
One area of promise is checkpoint inhibitor therapy, which
short-circuits a defensive strategy cancers use to avoid attack
by the immune system. Unfortunately, existing checkpoint
inhibitors, like Opdivo, are extremely expensive.
But work is underway on compounds that can be used in
combination with checkpoint inhibitors to boost their efficacy
and, by doing so, reduce the amounts of these costly drugs
that need to be administered.
That is good news for patients and medical insurance
systems alike.
Consider the costs facing Japan. The Fiscal System Council,
an advisory panel to Japan’s finance minister, brought up the
topic of the cost of Opdivo in April. It estimated that treating
50,000 patients a year with this cancer drug would add
¥1.75 trillion ($16.9 billion) to the nation’s medical expenses
for the medicine alone. The health ministry has decided to
lower the government-sanctioned price of Opdivo next fiscal
year, which starts in April.
Research teams at Osaka University and Keio University are
investigating two different combination therapies that have
demonstrated, in animal experiments, the ability to boost the
efficacy of checkpoint inhibitors. The Osaka team is using
fragments of the Sendai virus, while the Keio researchers are
experimenting with statins. Their overall strategies, however,
are the same: enhance the ability of the T cells of the immune
system to attack cancer cells.
Both therapies are designed to be used in combination with
checkpoint inhibitors such as Opdivo, which work by blocking
a cell-surface receptor known as PD-1, short for programmed
cell death protein 1.
Cancer cells avoid attack from T cells by targeting PD-1,
putting a brake on the cells. Drugs such as Opdivo block this
action, effectively taking the brakes off the T cells so they can
continue to attack the cancer cells.
The Osaka University team, led by Yasufumi Kaneda, is
investigating how it can take advantage of the way the Sendai
virus activates the immune system. When harmless fragments
of the virus are injected in the body, the immune system
mistakes the fragments for a pathogen, sounding the alarm
and mustering T cells to the attack.
In experiments using mice with malignant melanoma, the
team found that the tumor mass shrank by at least two-thirds
after 30 days of combination therapy, a better result than
treating the mice with anti-PD-1 antibodies alone.

Opdivo is a highly effective but extremely expensive cancer treatment drug.

Kaneda’s team hopes to begin human clinical trials of this
cancer combination therapy in fiscal 2017.
REGULATING THE REGULATORS
Meanwhile, the Keio University team, under Yutaka Kawakami,
is studying a combination therapy that uses statins, a class of
compounds normally used to treat high blood cholesterol.
The immune system has a subclass of T cells known as
regulatory T cells, whose main job is to modulate the immune
system so it does not attack the body’s own cells, as happens in
autoimmune diseases.
The problem is that the regulatory T cells can do their job so
well that they end up protecting cancer cells, too.
Statins work to suppress the action of these regulatory
T cells, effectively giving the immune system carte blanche to
attack cancer.
Kawakami’s team transplanted colorectal cancer cells into mice
and then treated the animals with a combination of statins and
anti-PD-1 antibodies. They found that the cancer cells grew less
with this therapy than with anti-PD-1 antibodies alone.
Since some cancer patients also take statins for high
cholesterol, the team plans to analyze past data to see if the
relationship holds in humans as well. That could help shed light
on the mechanism of action and open the door to drug discovery.
Besides their high cost, checkpoint inhibitors have another
problem: They do not work on everybody. For example, only
around 30 percent of patients respond to treatment with Opdivo
alone. Drug companies around the world are thus working to
develop other checkpoint inhibitors and explore their potential
for use in combination with other cancer drugs. n
©2016 Nikkei Inc. Nikkei Asian Review is published
by Nikkei Inc. All rights reserved.
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WORLDWIDE
EXECUTIVE MBAs

THE ECONOMIST 2015

global EXECUTIVE MBA
A class of globally-minded executives with transnational
responsibilities
Reinforce leadership and interpersonal skills for a deeper
understanding of how to manage business globally
Gain a glocal approach attaining valuable insight through visits
to important economic regions

Length:
15 MONTHS
global

Networking

Intakes:
MAY / OCTOBER

International Destinations:
LOS ANGELES, SINGAPORE,
SAO PAULO, MADRID

Work-Life-Study

www.ie.edu/global-executive-mba

Balance

blended.programs@ie.edu

Company

visits

EDUCATION

CHOOSING

YOUR MBA
Key points to chart your career
Custom Media

There are a myriad reasons to pursue a Master of Business
Administration, or MBA. Many decide later in their career that it’s time
for a change, and that this certification will expand their prospects.
Some are looking for the expertise
needed to start their own business or
want to develop their business acumen,
gain international experience, and
expand their network. Choosing an MBA
program is complex. There are multiple
factors to consider, and determining
which is most important can make the
process long and arduous.

PHOTO: CUMMINSR [CC BY-SA 3.0] VIA WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

PRIMARY POINTS TO CHART
A school’s location is important. This
can have a major impact on classroom
culture, and may determine job
opportunities once you finish—especially
if you plan to stay in the area.
Ranking is also a key concern.
Kaoru Iino, Japan representative for IE
Business School in Madrid, explained,
“The ranking is one of the quantitative
and clear indicators to benchmark
quality and estimated ROI of different
MBA programs around the world.”
She added that this is a part of the
process for paring down the list of
potential schools.
Iino warned that “candidates
should not solely rely on rankings to
choose their MBA program.” Rahul
Bandyopadhyay, admissions advisor
for the English MBA Program at Globis
University, echoed this: “I believe that
ranking is not so important.” What
matters to him is that the “curriculum
is practical and applicable to your
daily job.” Since rankings are subject to
constant change, it is important not to
focus too much on them when making
the final decision.
More crucial is the duration of the
program. Generally, one- and two-year
options are available.
A one-year course offers the benefit
of speed, but is more suited to those

who are further along in their careers.
Bandyopadhyay described it as
“intensive,” as well as an “accelerated
program with a lasting impact on your
career and life.” This makes it ideal
for those who want to upgrade their
business and leadership skills, thus—as
Iino pointed out—these programs
are aimed more at professionals with
“longer work experience given that it
offers shorter downtime in career.”
Two-year courses offer a more
university-style culture, wider learning
opportunities and, perhaps, a better
overall experience. Bandyopadhyay
explained that Globis University’s own
two-year program is “designed for
maximum flexibility, allowing students
to upgrade their skills and build a
powerful network without disruptions
to work and other commitments.” Iino
added that two-year programs are more
for those “younger profiles” that are still
looking to learn the fundamentals of
business management.
“Choosing a program accredited
by AACSB or another reputable
accreditation body is a way to ensure
that the program meets established
standards,” Dr. Kenji Yokoyama,
executive vice president of Ritsumeikan

Asia Pacific University added. This, he
says, will “give additional credibility to
your degree.”
Iino explained that class size and
intake size have to be considered
separately. “To make discussion
easier, and for shy students to be more
comfortable to speak up during class,
a smaller number would serve better,”
she explained.
“On the other hand, one of the
popular purposes of pursuing an MBA
degree is networking. Hence, it would
provide better networking opportunities
when the number of students is
bigger,” she said.
“It’s about more than textbook
learning—it is important to use your
time to acquire practical experience,”
Yokoyama advised. “Case studies
can be an efficient way to gain
experience dealing with real-world
business problems.”
Bandyopadhyay highlighted three
important factors when making the
final decision: the quality and nature of
the program; financial feasibility; and
support from family and friends.
“The more important thing is that
you choose your MBA program based
on the potential fit with your career
goals, learning objectives, lifestyle,
and personality,” Iino concluded. She
advises that prospective students “look
at how business schools run their
own business.” n
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MBA & Training
Business Index—a monthly printed and digital industry company listing—
can help to advance your career, and much more!

journal.accj.or.jp/businessindex

“Know the book? You will love the
course! Dale Carnegie pioneered
corporate training. Businesses
in 97 countries benefit from his
breakthrough ideas, including 90%
of Fortune 500 companies. How to
Win Friends and Influence People
has become a timeless classic and
consistent worldwide bestseller.”

“Let’s explore the dynamism
and influence that management
can have on our society.
I believe that you will be thrilled
to see your vision expand.”
—Tomoya Nakamura, Dean,
Graduate School of Management,
GLOBIS University

—Dr. Greg Story, President

—Kazuo Ichijo,
dean and professor

Dale Carnegie Training Japan
Interactions are make or break points in
business. Whether it’s getting a team
behind the leader’s goals, gaining
cooperation within a team, or making
the sale, the human dimension is the
critical factor. Constant client feedback
and refinement for 104 years has made
us the choice for business solutions and
organizational change. Dale Carnegie
Training has been assisting firms in
Japan, in English and Japanese, for the
last 53 years.

Graduate School of Management,
GLOBIS University
Starting from scratch in 1992,
GLOBIS has become one of Asia’s
fastest-growing business schools, with
more than 9,000 students studying at
campuses across Japan and abroad.

03-4520-5470
inquiry-alist@dale-carnegie.co.jp
www.dale-carnegie.co.jp

03-5275-3850
imba-info@globis.ac.jp
www.globis.ac.jp
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“I believe Hitotsubashi ICS is
the best business school for
developing your global leadership,
offering the opportunity to earn
an MBA degree in International
Business Strategy through either
a one- or two-year program. I
invite you to join us and discover
the “Best of Two Worlds”.”

Go to www.globis.ac.jp to learn
about free trial classes, or contact
imba-info@globis.ac.jp to set up a
personal consultation.

Graduate School of International
Corporate Strategy, Hitotsubashi ICS
Hitotsubashi ICS is Japan’s first
national professional graduate school.
Its mission is to achieve the “Best of Two
Worlds,” acting as a bridge between
diametrically opposed concepts such as
East and West, large and small, global
and local, and old and new through
education and research.

ics-info@ics.hit-u.ac.jp
www.ibs.ics.hit-u.ac.jp/mba

RITSUMEIKAN

ASIA PACIFIC UNIVERSITY

Study in English, earn an
AACSB-accredited MBA

admissions.apu.ac.jp/graduate

Ritsumeikan APU
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MBA & Training
Business Index—a monthly printed and digital industry company listing—
can help to advance your career, and much more!

journal.accj.or.jp/businessindex

“The Graduate School of
International Management (GSIM)
was founded in 1988 as the first
US-style business school in Japan,
offering all courses in English, and
is now one of the top business
schools in Asia.”

“APU is the only AACSB-accredited
university in Japan offering an
English-language MBA and an
undergraduate business curriculum
in both English and Japanese. Half of
our students come from outside Japan,
representing 90 countries and regions.”

Our offices have been active in
building integrated partnerships
with clients and bilingual
professionals to consistently
deliver the most relevant match
of skills and culture. This
remains our ultimate goal.

—Wenkai Li, Dean, Graduate School
of International Management,
International University of Japan

—Toshitsugu Otake, Ph.D.,
Dean, Graduate School of Management

—David Swan, managing director
for Japan and Korea

International University of Japan (IUJ)
Founded in 1982, by bold leaders
representing business, government,
and organizations, IUJ offers intensive
and two-year MBA programs as well
as e-business management programs.
At IUJ, students from 50 countries live
and study together.

Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University (APU)
Our MBA program will prepare you for
career advancement while you explore
your potential. Graduates become a part
of APU’s global network of professionals
spanning 138 countries and regions.

Robert Walters Japan
Robert Walters is a leading specialist
consultancy for permanent and
contract recruitment.
Robert Walters Japan possesses the
distinct advantages of size and a proven
track record, allowing you to tap into an
unparalleled global network that enables
clients and candidates to come together
in the most efficient and productive way.

025-779-1104
info@iuj.ac.jp
www.iuj.ac.jp

(0)977-78-1119
apugrad@apu.ac.jp
http://admissions.apu.ac.jp/graduate

03-4570-1500
info@robertwalters.co.jp
www.robertwalters.co.jp
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awyers spend a lot of time studying to pass their
bar exams. After graduating, they become whitecollar galley slaves, shackled to legal partners’ teams
and doing the grunt work for years before they are
allowed on deck. As they move up the ranks, they
begin to interact with clients. After a few more years,
they actually have to go out and secure clients. The
big dog in the firm is the rainmaker who brought in
the clients that paid the most money. Perhaps one
day these new graduates can become the big dog—if
they develop the right skills.
Lawyers are proud of their achievements, their
study, their knowledge of the law, their brains.
They want clients to appreciate all of this and, as a
consequence, give them work. This is the “I deserve
it” school of sales. Knowledge is valuable. I have
knowledge, therefore you need me to help you sort
out these various issues you are facing. I don’t have
to be persuasive, charming, attractive, engaging, or
likeable—because I have what you need.
Once upon a time, that was the way of the legal
profession. A bunch of lawyer nerds serving up legal
rocket science to companies. Times change, and now
there are lots and lots of lawyers all vying for their
share of the pie. The clients have also become better
educated, and are more discerning—particularly
when it comes to questioning the bills they receive.
Faced with such a proliferation of buying choices,
what do clients do? They do the same as for all
purchases they make: They apply the “Know, Like,
and Trust” rule. To know the law firm means to have a
trusted confidant provide some testimonial-style advice
about how they performed in the past, how reliable
they are, and their degree of expertise in a particular
area. If there is no track record that the client can
judge, this “know” process is the equivalent of the
cold call in sales. I don’t recall seeing any cold calling
modules in the legal curriculum at university.
The “like” part is the legal equivalent of a doctor’s
“bedside manner.” In most advanced countries,
doctors have had to become skilled in handling
people. To greet a patient properly, the doctor must
make them feel relaxed, assure them of the wisdom

of the diagnosis, and reinforce the trust the patient
has placed in them.
This is a great metaphor for the legal profession
because all of these same steps make for the “like”
and “trust” results on the lawyer’s scorecard. The
diagnosis component requires two great skills:
listening and questioning. Asking well designed
questions to uncover the client’s needs is Selling 101.
The delivery of the solution requires great skill to
engage the trust of the client. The client may not be
an expert in the finer points of the law on a specific
issue, so the ability to explain complex things in
a way the buyer can understand and relate to is a
fundamental sales skill. Technical experts, such as
lawyers, often get excited about the details and start
explaining these with great gusto.
This is what we call explaining the features of the
solution in the sales world. If lawyers stop there,
believing their job is done, they are in grave error.
Instead, the features of the solution require that
respective benefits be attached, the application of
those benefits explained, and the impact they will
have on business made clear. To sustain the argument,
evidence of where this has worked elsewhere needs
to be marshalled.
Was there a varsity module on handling client
hesitations and objections? These are part and
parcel of the sales world. Are lawyers experts on
what is necessary to convince buyers to select their
recommendations?
Lawyers are all in sales; they just don’t know it.
They should avoid saying the wrong things, using the
wrong approaches, and remaining underskilled and
undereducated in dealing with buyers. These days the
buyer of legal services has a surfeit of choices. They will
gravitate to those they know, like, and trust. It’s time for
lawyers to realize they need sophisticated sales training.
Engaged employees are self-motivated. The
self-motivated are inspired. Inspired staff grow your
business—but are you inspiring them? We teach
leaders and organizations how to inspire their people.
Want to know how we do it?
Contact me at greg.story@dalecarnegie.com n
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Businesses Continue
to Fumble My Number
By Tosh Kamii

A

full year has passed since the introduction of the
Individual Social Security and Tax Identification Number,
more commonly known as My Number. The number system is
very similar to the Social Security Number in the United States,
in that social security and tax authorities will use My Number
to manage the records of individuals. Beginning in October
2015, My Number Notification Cards were sent out by
municipal government offices around Japan. These were
mailed to all individuals with a registered address in the
jurisdiction of the respective municipal government office, and
this included foreign nationals with a Residence Card.
My Number is already required for various social security
filings, reporting, and other forms. It is required for tax
purposes beginning with the 2016 tax year, filing and
reporting for which will begin as soon as January 31, 2017,
for the following:

• Withholding tax certificate filed with the National Tax Office
and municipal offices

• Various information reporting made to the National Tax Office
• Individual income tax return filed with the National Tax Office
The astonishing fact is that—even after a year—many
businesses are still unprepared. Numerous seminars on
My Number continue to be held across Japan, and quickly
become fully booked. Due to the strict security requirements
and noncompliance penalties imposed by the Act on the
Use of Numbers to Identify a Specific Individual in the
Administrative Procedure (the “Act”) on the handling of
My Number, businesses have become hesitant to directly
handle employees’ and contractors’ numbers. The act also
imposes penalties on overseas personnel and businesses
who inappropriately handle My Number. Risk averse attitudes
and shying away from responsibility by those in a position
to handle the ID numbers has caused much delay in the
system’s implementation.
The ultimate solution reached by many businesses, in an
attempt to shield themselves from the direct handling of
My Number was to outsource the collection, maintenance,
and use of My Number to information technology
companies and professional service firms.

Unfortunately, these efforts have caused further delays
due to a lengthy vendor selection process, information
security review of the services being offered, and legal review
of contracts. Delays aside, the solution itself is not perfect
because information technology companies will not take full
ownership and responsibility for employee and contractor
My Number data collected and stored in their secure portal.
Companies with ISO certification and strict information security
policies need to be attentive to the details of their contracts
with service providers.
Continued delay in the collection, maintenance, and use
of My Numbers is still expected as many businesses have
not yet begun the collection process. Couple this with the
authorities’ view that reasonable effort should be made during
this first year, and it is likely that many businesses will omit My
Number from their social security and tax filing and reporting.
This practice requires considerable analysis and thinking, and
whether it meets internal quality standards depends on each
business, with reference to trust and reputation afforded by
respective authorities.
There is no doubt that My Number has created more work
for businesses. Risks are inherent, but compliance needs to be
met. As Nike says, “Just Do It.” This may be the push in the back
Japan needs. n

Tosh Kamii is a partner at Grant Thornton Japan’s
Human Capital Services, providing payroll, compensation,
and beneﬁts solutions to foreign businesses in Japan.
He is also a practice leader for Global Mobility Services,
providing income tax and social security solutions for
international assignees and global businesses.

For more information, please contact your Grant Thornton representative
at +81 (0)3 5770 8829 or email us at tax-info@jp.gt.com

www.grantthornton.jp/en
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intellectual property
Jon Hobbs

Barrier Busting: Supporting Women to Unlock Their Leadership Potential, a
breakout session at the 2016 ACCJ Tokyo Women in Business Summit held on
October 27 at the ANA InterContinental Tokyo. PHOTO: LIFE.14 PHOTOGRAPHY

2 ACCJ Young Professionals Forum Co-Chairs Sara-Elly Shimabukuro (left) and
Adam Baylis (center) pose with Bret Dandoy, board member, deputy president,
and CEO of Deutsche Securities Inc. / COO Japan of Deutsche Bank Group,
at a mentor session held on November 8.

3 Chris Hori, executive chef at the Hilton Nagoya (center), gave a short presentation
on nutritional advice, along with a great meal and drinks, on October 25.
facebook.com/The.ACCJ

twitter.com/AmChamJapan

youtube.com/user/AmChamJapan

linkedin.com/company/
american-chamber-of-commerce-in-japan
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Looking Back
and Moving Ahead

FROM THE BOARD

By Christopher J. LaFleur
ACCJ President

I

n the January 2016 issue of The Journal,
I shared my roadmap for strengthening
the Chamber in regards to member
service, advocacy, and networking
opportunities. As we look back on the
year, I’d like to take this opportunity to
share the progress that we, as a chamber,
have made in these areas.
MEMBERSHIP: A year ago, we set
out to better serve all our membership,
notably small and medium-sized
businesses. Since then, we launched an
all-new Venture Company Taskforce to
create an advocacy agenda that supports
small and medium-sized enterprises.
We also established the CEO Forum
Mentorship Sessions to open up new
networks and learning opportunities for
our smaller enterprises.
NETWORKING: To facilitate more
transparent communication between
the ACCJ leadership and members,
we started holding regular Town
Hall meetings. These events have
led to member-driven initiatives,
such as improved event surveys and
the streamlining of the chamber’s
email communications.

WOMEN IN BUSINESS: With the
June launch of the Women in Business
white paper, Untapped Potential,
followed by three nationwide summits
unified under a single brand, 2016
has truly been a banner year for the
chamber’s pursuit of gender equality.
The board also established a new goal of
having women in at least 30 percent of
chamber leadership positions by 2020.
ADVOCACY: In April, the chamber
conducted its largest-ever DC
Doorknock and, for the first time,
reported to ACCJ members on the
results. The delegation participated in
more than 70 meetings with members
of Congress, congressional staff, senior
administration officials, business
organizations, and thought leaders.
In October, we held the largest-ever
Diet Doorknock, with 70 ACCJ leaders
and members meeting more than
60 Japanese officials.
Further, a delegation of CEOs from
some of our largest member enterprises
just completed an additional DC
Doorknock to emphasize the
importance of strong US–Japan ties to
the success of American business.

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS:
Our new website, with a completely
redesigned architecture and
appearance, will launch this month to
better serve our members and support
our core mission. We also enhanced
our social media by bringing the
majority of our photography and
videography in-house to produce
more engaging visual assets.
Followers across all of our social media
platforms have grown, including
a 47 percent increase in YouTube
subscribers since January 2016.
Finally, I am especially pleased to
report that ACCJ membership is now
at the highest level in our history,
and so is the number of Corporate
Sustaining Members.

None of this progress would have
been possible without the hard work
and collaborative spirit of my fellow
board members, committee leaders,
the ACCJ membership at large, and
our dedicated ACCJ office staff. New
challenges and opportunities await us
in 2017, and I look forward to working
with all of you to further expand and
strengthen our chamber. n

THIS MONTH’S FEATURED VIDEO:
On October 4, the ACCJ Women in
Business (WIB) Committee and Young
Professionals Forum (YPF) co-hosted a
Mentor-Mentee Networking Dinner in the
spirit of developing the next generation of
young professionals in Japan. Here’s how
they define leadership.
Visit https://www.youtube.com/user/
AmChamJapan and subscribe today!
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1 ACCJ Executive Director Laura Younger (left),

EVENTS

ACCJ President Christopher J. LaFleur (center), and
Tsugumichi Watanabe at the 2016 ACCJ Ordinary
General Meeting held on November 1 at Tokyo
American Club.

2 Nancy Ngou, ACCJ treasurer–Tokyo, presents
the Treasurer’s Report at the ACCJ Ordinary
General Meeting held on November 1 at Tokyo
American Club.

3 ACCJ Young Professionals Forum Co-Chairs Sara-Elly
1

Shimabukuro (left) and Adam Baylis (right) with
ACCJ Women in Business Committee Vice Chair
Jiana Leung at the YPF–WIB Female Mentor–Mentee
Networking Dinner held on October 4 at Ivy Place.

4 The ACCJ Kansai External Affairs Committee hosted
the event “What is Truly Necessary to be Active
Globally?” which aims to foster global talent in the
Kansai region on October 26, at Konan University,
Hirao School of Management.

5 The Women in Business Committee–Chubu hosted
3

“Boeing Women in Leadership: Finding Your Passion”
with Beth Anderson, vice president of payloads
and systems for commercial airplanes supplier
management at The Boeing Company (second from
left) at the Hilton Nagoya on October 21.

6 Thomas Mayrhofer, co-chair, ACCJ Kansai Business

2

4

Programs Committee, presented the ACCJ
Certificate of Appreciation to Dr. Ross Fisher,
Consultant Pediatric Surgeon at Sheffield Children’s
Hospital, England, after his presentation “The Role
of Inspiration in Leadership: Does It Matter?” on
October 17, at Eli Lilly Japan.

7 The group photo from the YPF–Chubu kickoff
networking event on October 14 at the
Hilton Nagoya.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Please visit www.accj.or.jp for a complete
list of upcoming ACCJ events or check our
weekly e-newsletter, The ACCJ Insider.
5

6

• DECEMBER 8

The Case for Alternative Investments
• DECEMBER 10

Christmas Charity Lunch for Washinkan
Children at Shooters (Chubu Event)

facebook.com/The.ACCJ
twitter.com/AmChamJapan
youtube.com/user/AmChamJapan
linkedin.com/company/
american-chamber-of-commerce-in-japan
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Urban Mobility
Uber senior VP talks future transit
By Tetsuhiro Higuchi

U

ber Technologies Inc.—a pioneer in modern-day
ridesharing—is the force behind the global smartphone
app that connects those in need of a ride with nearby
independent drivers. Uber has grown significantly since its
public launch in 2011, now operating in more than 600 cities
and 70 countries, while serving more than 8 million users.
Though criticized for being “too big,” Uber has a vision for how
it can help shape the future of transportation by improving
general mobility, while reducing congestion and pollution.
On November 2 at Tokyo American Club, David
Plouffe, senior vice president of policy and strategy at Uber
Technologies, outlined the company’s vision, growth, and some
of the challenges it has faced.
Plouffe opened with an overview of car ownership and its
effect on the environment. There are currently more than
2 billion cars in the world, and these generate 20 percent of
global carbon emissions. Cars are also one of the least-efficient
resources that people own. For the average working family, a
car is one of the most expensive assets, being used just 4 percent
of the time. In the United States, 10 percent of millennials have
given up their car, preferring to walk, bike-share, take public
transit, or use ride-sharing services.
Uber is tackling these issues in a variety of ways. According
to Plouffe, the company has saved over 6 million gallons of fuel
to date through its car-pooling program UberPool, preventing
55,560 tonnes of CO2 from
entering our atmosphere.

UberPool now accounts for 20 percent of Uber’s business.
In San Francisco and Los Angeles that number rises to
50 percent, and cities such as Toronto and Mexico City are
quickly catching up. With advances in technology and an
increase in consumer adoption, Uber predicts that UberPool
and similar services will continue to grow.
OPENING DOORS
Uber is also working to improve general mobility. Many
people around the world cannot get to where they need to
go to change their circumstances, whether it be for school
or work. According to Plouffe, the top reason people stay
trapped in poverty is the cost and time of transportation.
Public transit does not reach everyone’s front door, and
30 percent of US jobs require a 90-minute commute by
public transit. Uber is a seamless way to extend public
transportation, especially into the suburbs.
One thing governments struggle with is how to get more
income to more people. Platforms such as Uber level the
playing field by allowing individuals to be more mobile
and have greater access to work opportunities. They can
decide when and where to work, empowering them to earn
income on their own terms. For example, a small business
owner, student, or retiree with a Toyota Prius can benefit
enormously from driving three hours a week to generate
supplemental income.
Economic numbers have
improved over the years, but
wage stagnation has not—so
mobility and opportunities
for additional income are
key. A regulatory system that
allows enough drivers who
pass necessary checks and
tests on the road is crucial if ride-sharing platforms such as
Uber are to thrive and serve their customers.
Uber’s goal is to ensure that drivers always have someone
in the back seat or something in the trunk for delivery—and
they are getting close to that in some cities. Uber gives all
drivers the ability to work on their own terms, to decide
when and where to work. As Plouffe sees it, platforms such as
Uber that give people maximum control are the answer to
the future of urban mobility. n

Uber’s goal is to ensure that drivers
always have someone in the back seat
or something in the trunk for delivery.

Tetsuhiro Higuchi is a writer from New York working with
Custom Media.
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EURO MERICAN

suits from $395
blazers from $275
tuxedos from $595
trousers from $135
overcoats from $650
shirts from $69

(minimum of four shirts)
(mini

Other superfine quality suits from
$550 to $2,600

Schedule a fitting with tailor
Vinod Bahrunani during his Tokyo visits
(December 5-8 and January 17-20)
sales@eutailors.com
080-4130-0091 (on visit dates)
Appointments at the ANA InterContinental Hotel
or in your home or office
Prices in US dollars (excluding shipping);
delivery within two weeks

TAILOR-MADE STYLE
Total dental care
to the highest
world standards

中嶋歯 科 医院
Nakashima Dental Office

From cosmetic dentistry to periodic cleaning, Nakashima Dental Office
offers the highest standards in dental procedures with a range of services
to meet all your dental needs.
All our treatments use internationally accepted methods and materials, so
you can rely on us for your safety. Our services all make use of laser-assisted
treatments and comprise:

 General dentistry
 Laser-assisted periodontics
 Microscopic dentistry
 Endodontics, including root canal using bio ceramic sealer and laser

With more than 30 years
of experience in Japan,
Dr. Kazuya Nakashima is
a member of a number
of professional dental
organizations in the US
and stays up to date
with the latest in dental
technologies.

 Cosmetic dentistry using ceramics and zirconium restorations
 Biocompatible cosmetic fillings made of composite resin filling
Tel: 03-3479-2726



Email: hahaha@dentist-nakashima.jp



www.dentist-nakashima.jp
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Inbound Engine
ACCJ and UKG plan for World Masters Games 2021
By Steve Iwamura

O

n October 14, the American Chamber of Commerce in
Japan (ACCJ) held a panel discussion in Osaka with the
Union of Kansai Governments (UKG) to discuss the
2021 World Masters Games, synergies with inbound tourism,
and collaboration between the ACCJ and the UKG.
Since the ACCJ’s One Kansai viewpoint in 2010, the
ACCJ–Kansai External Affairs Committee (EAC) has invited
the ACCJ Board of Governors to hold their October meetings
in Kansai and has held an annual discussion with the UKG.
Japan’s first cross-prefectural union of local governments,
the UKG was formed in 2010 with the intention of creating a
“Kansai age” and represents seven prefectures: Osaka, Kyoto,
Hyogo, Shiga, Wakayama, Tottori, and Tokushima.
The UKG has secured rights to hold the World Masters
Games in Kansai in 2021. The World Masters Games is an
international multisport athletic competition for senior
athletes held every four years in the year following the
Olympics. Athletes over the age of 30 are placed in various
age categories. There is no age limit. Like the Olympics, the
World Masters Games has opening and closing ceremonies
and awards medals to athletes. However, participants do not
represent countries, and one does not need to be an elite
athlete to enter. In most sports, no qualifying is required—
anyone can register and pursue their own goal, be that to
win, have fun, beat a personal best, or travel to a new part
of the world.
The Kansai World Masters Games 2021 will be the 10th
edition and the first to be held in Asia.
The ACCJ–Kansai EAC believes tourism is an engine for
the Kansai economy that is growing in power. It will be a
uniting force for the region and is an area in which the ACCJ
and its members can make significant contributions.
The EAC therefore proposed that key leaders be
invited to the games, and collaborated with the UKG
in the planning. Those to be invited are World Masters
Games 2021 Director General Hiroo Kinoshita,
Shiga Prefecture Governor Taizou Mikazuki,
Sakai City Mayor Osami Takeyama, and Yosuke
Wakabayashi, head of Kansai Bureau, Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism. Prior to
the panel discussion, a 10-minute explanation of the
World Masters Games was given by Takeo Mori, COO
of Kansai International Tourism Organization.
Representing the ACCJ were Governor–Tokyo
Tim Brett, ACCJ Vice President–Tokyo and
Olympic and Sports Business Co-Chair Jonathan
Kushner, Christopher R. Clark, general manager
of The Ritz-Carlton, Osaka, and Akio (Arthur)
Matsumoto, chairperson, ACCJ–Kansai EAC.

Steve Iwamura, ACCJ special advisor–Kansai, moderated
the discussions, which centered on:

1

2
3

Using the Kansai World Masters Games 2021 as an
opportunity to promote the Kansai brand overseas and
to synergize with inbound tourism promotion.
The potential creation of a destination management
organization for Kansai.
Collaboration between the ACCJ and the UKG on the
World Masters Games and inbound tourism in areas
to be agreed upon.

According to official figures, there were 7.16 million
overseas visitors to Osaka Prefecture in 2015, up 96
percent from the previous year. Counting Kyoto and the
other prefectures, Kansai probably accounted for more
than 40 percent of the 19.74 million inbound tourists who
visited Japan in 2015. Through September 30, Osaka was
up another 35 percent year on year.
The Kansai chapter of the ACCJ has recruited 10 general
managers of hotels as the nucleus of a new tourism
initiative. We also intend to work on hospitality education,
to merge the best practices of the global hospitality
industry with Kansai omotenashi, and to raise the standard
of English in the Kansai hospitality industry. n

Steve Iwamura is vice-chair of External Affairs Committee,
an ACCJ–Kansai special advisor, and a partner with Deloitte
Touche Tohmatsu.

Christopher J. LaFleur and Kansai World Masters Games 2021 Director General Hiroo Kinoshita.
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ADVOCACY

A Lifelong Journey
The pursuit of better patient outcomes
By William R. Bishop, Jr.
ACCJ–EBC Health Policy White Paper 2015
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ACCJ–EBC 医療政 策白書 2015 年版

T

here is no doubt that, in recent
years, government policies have
reduced the time necessary for
review and approval of new drugs and
devices in Japan. Beyond regulatory
hurdles, however, one of the biggest
obstacles between patients and access
to new medical innovation is the
slow pace of change to existing rules,
guidelines, and standard practices.
This results in what might be termed
“practice lag”—the time between
the introduction of new medical
innovations and their adoption and
widespread use.
At the American Chamber of
Commerce in Japan (ACCJ), a
principal goal of our advocacy for the
speedy adoption of evidence-based
global best practices has been to reduce
the practice lag in Japan. We do this by
showing how new medical innovations
in drugs, devices, diagnostics, and
standard practices and procedures
can yield enhanced patient outcomes,
improvements to the healthcare system,
and increased overall cost effectiveness.
We believe that, by closing the
practice lag, we can encourage a
paradigm shift from purely disease
treatment to screening, prevention,
and early detection and treatment. This
holds the highest promise of not only
enhancing worker productivity and
quality of life by preventing disease, but
in yielding cost-effective interventions
and better patient outcomes.
To encourage these changes, we
have published five health policy white
papers over the past six years. The first
was issued in 2010 and featured 53
recommendations.
In 2011, the ACCJ Health Policy
white paper expanded this to 124
recommendations. To measure
effectiveness, a review was conducted
after the implementation of reforms

The
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Commerce
in Japan

The
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We have published five health policy
white papers over the past six years
in 2012. To our surprise, roughly 37
percent of the 124 recommendations
had been fulfilled in part or in whole.
Building on this success, the ACCJ
and the European Business Council
(EBC) teamed up to publish the ACCJ–
EBC Health Policy White Paper 2013,
which featured 179 recommendations.
Our post-2014 reforms survey found
that over 31.2 percent of the 179
recommendations had been fulfilled in
part or in whole.
In 2015, the expanded ACCJ–EBC
Health Policy white paper featured
204 recommendations. Beyond all
expectations, the post-2016 reforms
survey found that a whopping 42
percent of the 204 recommendations
had been fulfilled in part or in whole—
an all-time record.
Then, in February 2016, in response
to Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s call
for increased women’s participation
in the workforce, the ACCJ and
EBC published the women’s health
policy primer Healthier Women,
Healthier Economy: Building a Stronger
Economy by Empowering Women
through Better Health, which features
practical recommendations for both
government and businesses. We look

forward to measuring the success
of this effort after the April 2018
healthcare reform.
I am proud of the policy and
advocacy work the healthcare
committee has pursued over the
past several decades. Since 2010, the
white paper initiative has provided
us with a concrete way to measure
our progress—at least on some
policy fronts. With white paper
recommendations, come post reforms,
either a recommendation has been
adopted or it has not. Nothing could
be clearer.
Though this old cowboy will hang
up his spurs at the end of the year—I
will officially retire from BD Japan
and as chair of the ACCJ Healthcare
Committee on December 31—I am
confident this important advocacy
work will continue.
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank everyone for their support
over the years and to wish you all
Happy Trails. n

William R. Bishop. Jr.
is chair of the ACCJ
Healthcare Committee.
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ACCJ EVENT

2016 ACCJ Women
in Business Summit
By Maxine Cheyney

T

his year’s Women in Business (WIB) Summit, held
on October 27 at the ANA InterContinental Tokyo,
focused on the challenges that lie ahead in the fight for
female participation in the workforce in Japan. According to
American Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ) President
Christopher J. LaFleur, one of the biggest challenges is
growing the role women are able to play in leadership and
management. Asking how we can bring about change in our
own institutions, he highlighted the recently published WIB
white paper, Untapped Potential.
“We are still learning how best to promote women’s
empowerment,” Jason Hyland, deputy chief of mission at
the Embassy of the United States in Tokyo, told the 600-plus
attendees during the opening ceremony. But he believes
that both the United States and Japan share a “sense of
fairness” when it comes to women in the workforce, and it
is this sense of fairness that is key in creating a diverse and
inclusive work environment.
Central themes that ran through the day were Japan’s
risk-averse society, the idea that change cannot happen
without risk, and the need for a concerted effort to make
progressive changes—particularly when it comes to women
in leadership positions.
In the breakout session “Women in a Men’s World:
How to Influence an Organization When You Are the Sole
Representative / in a Minority,” three speakers shared their
paths to success and some of the challenges they faced in
being female and, in some cases, also a minority.
Rui Matsukawa, a Liberal Democrat Party member of the
House of Councillors, explained that male leaders play a
key role in these changes. “In politics or in the ministry, the
change was brought by the top leaders . . . I think that’s really
important,” she said, highlighting Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe as one such leader. But she emphasized that it is also
up to women to meet the challenge, saying that “girls and
women should take risks.”

Go out there and get your chance.
There are more and more companies looking
to hire . . . positive, fearless women

PHOTOS: LIFE.14 PHOTOGRAPHY
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In many industries, the scale
is beginning to balance. Ana
Wugofski, vice president of
international development at
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics
Company, used the aerospace
and engineering industries as
examples: “We’re close to getting
that 30 percent tipping point,”
she said, although there are
Elizabeth Handover
still multiple factors to consider
along with these changes.
Yuko Kawai, principal
examiner in the Financial
System and Bank Examination
Department at the Bank of
Japan, explained the struggles
of being in the minority when
she made it to the executive
level. “I was the first femalesomething several times,”
she said. As a result, she was
Kyoko Hokugo
“monitored all the time.”
The second morning breakout session, “Lifestyle Change:
How Companies Can Help,” covered policies and programs
that help staff meet the widening range of commitments—
both in and out of the workplace. In a broader sense,
corporate culture needs to be reassessed to meet these
changes. Ryann Thomas, a partner at PwC, explained that
the role of women is changing. “A larger role is being played
by women in contributing to the family finances,” she said,
adding that there is a need to equip organizations “with the
tools—primarily technology and new cultural mindsets—to
provide flexible work styles.” This will allow for a better work–
life balance.
Moderator Alison Birch, managing director / head of
human resources for Japan and North East Asia at J.P. Morgan,
also raised the issue of finding a mentor that resonates
with women in what is considered a man’s world. This
was discussed in depth in the opening breakout session,
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This year’s Women in Business Summit featured leading business people addressing the necessary changes needed in Japan’s corporate culture.

“Driving Change: Fostering the Next Generation of Young
Professionals,” which looked at the support and tools needed
by the next generation of women leaders, as well as a valuable
set of guidelines for sponsorship, mentorship, and coaching.
Makiko Tachimori (Fukui), president of Harmony
Residence, Inc.—specialists in recruitment of qualified
bilingual female candidates—moderated the session. She
explained that, from a recruitment viewpoint, she sees a
difference in behavior between men and women when looking
to move up the career ladder.
“Women tend to be less aggressive and more hesitant to
challenge themselves with a new career when they do not have
the experience, whereas men aren’t,” she explained. “Most
men will answer ‘Yes, I can manage that’ without hesitation.
By looking thoroughly at these women’s resumes, we see that
these women have the full potential, and all they need is to
think more positively and get rid of their fears.”
The day also held two breakout sessions that focused on
providing more practical steps toward making a change and
providing support for women in the workplace. “Barrier
Busting: Supporting Women
to Unlock Their Leadership
Potential” and “I Can, I Will:
Manage Your Mindset and
Advance Your Career,” provided
managers with a set of coaching
techniques to support potential
female leaders and offered
attendees practical advice on
career development for nonmanagerial employees.
Christopher J. LaFleur
According to Thomas, part
of changing the female mindset
toward work is “encouraging
them to consider promotions
and higher goals / responsibilities
in the organization than
perhaps they would otherwise
have considered.”
The session “Top Down
Change: What Do Women Add
to Boards?” examined how

Ana M. Wugofski and Yuko Kawai speak at the plenary session.

women contribute to the health of different companies and
looked at the new corporate governance code, again tackling
the topic of women in leadership positions.
Considering this need for change in corporate culture,
the session “Culture Change: Unconscious Bias and
Inclusive Leadership” was crucial in looking at the different
unconscious biases in the workplace, and how to prevent
these views from impacting the efforts being made to increase
diversity. The discussion gave the audience practical advice
and outlined steps to address these workplace issues.
Miwa Kato, UN Women regional director for Asia
Pacific, encouraged attendees to take positive steps
towards making the changes that are needed to empower
women in the workplace. “We can come together with the
business community to make actual differences and to give
encouraging examples of what can be done.” She added that,
in Japan, it is common to think that “risk-taking is something
you want to avoid. But if you keep doing that, then change
won’t come.”
This was echoed by Tachimori (Fukui), who told women
aiming to advance their careers to just say, “Yes I can.” Her
advice is to “go out there and get your chance. There are more
and more companies looking to hire those positive, fearless
women who will say ‘Yes I can!’” n

Maxine Cheyney is staff writer for The Journal.
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20th Anniversary
20 years of passion and
genuine Calabrian cuisine

Elio Catering
Elio’s Catering recreates the same uncompromising
quality offered at Elio Locanda Italiana. All dishes
are prepared in Elio’s Catering headquarters using
organic and tested radiation-free ingredients, and
are delivered fresh to your event location.

Elio Locanda Italiana is Elio Orsara’s award-winning
restaurant serving authentic Southern Italian cuisine
and hospitality for the past 20 years.
You can enjoy the freshest, safety-approved quality
ingredients, homemade cheese and salami, signature
recipes, homemade pasta and a passionate service at
Elio Locanda Italiana.

Should you prefer to dine at home or elsewhere, the
taste and genuine atmosphere of Elio Locanda can
come to you!

2-5-2 Kojimachi,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo
Tel: 03-3239-6771
Tel. 03-5210-5701



Email: catering@elio.co.jp

www.elio.co.jp
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Bell’s Business Sense
The importance of protecting intellectual property

I

n 1877, Alexander Bell advertised
his patented short-distance
telephone for a rental fee of $20
per month. Within three months
he had 800 customers, and by the
turn of the century, 25 percent of
Americans were using his invention.
By comparison, it took only
12 years for the cellular telephone—
and a mere five years for the
smartphone—to reach a quarter
of the country. As these examples
illustrate, the adoption of new
technology has never been faster;
and there has never been a better
time to have a better idea.
At the core of this phenomenon
is intellectual property. Bell
understood the value of his
invention and raced to file his first
telephone patent hours before a
competitor tried to file a similar
one. This quick movement was vital
because Bell ultimately faced more
than 550 lawsuits attempting to
overturn his patents. If Bell had not
moved quickly to protect his ideas,
his name would never have become
synonymous with the telephone.
With this in mind, Frank
Fletcher, partner with the law
firm Outside GC, and I recently
presented a seminar at Temple
University in Tokyo about how to
understand and protect intellectual
property. While the seminar was
primarily intended for attorneys,
attendees came from a wide
range of fields and organizations,
including the Japan External
Trade Organization (JETRO),
the Japan Bank of International
Cooperation (JBIC), the Nagoya
Institute of Technology (NIT), and
a number of private companies.
Such a broad audience is testament

By Jon Hobbs, principal,
Hobbs & Associates

to the importance of knowing the
basics of intellectual property and
how to protect your ideas, regardless
of industry.
The seminar focused on four
takeaways:

1

How to learn the basics of
technology.

2

How to leverage knowledge of
technology when negotiating
technology transactions.

3

How to develop an intellectual
property portfolio strategy.

4

How to use knowledge of
technology to defeat patent trolls.

At the heart of the seminar was
the idea that complex technology
can be broken down into layers

or Lego bricks. For example,
something as complex as the
process of building a semiconductor
can be described as a series of
simple steps, such as system
specification, architecture design,
and fabrication.
An understanding of technology
can enable legal and business
people to add value by skillfully
negotiating transactions. For
example, being able to identify key
assets in each layer can allow you
to develop alternative solutions,
circumnavigate impediments, and
close the deal. More fundamentally,
this knowledge provides benefits
by allowing a company to develop a
patent strategy that protects its ideas
while providing competitive value.
An IP portfolio can also be
valuable in fundraising for a
start-up company, or by allowing
a company that is being sued
to offer cross-licenses. Finally,
there have been many examples
in which a company’s patent
portfolio has ultimately become
more valuable than the company’s
underlying business.
Alexander Bell could never
have imagined how the telephone
would shape technology and
communication in the world for
centuries to come, but he had a keen
business sense about technology,
intellectual property, and patents
that ultimately allowed him to
become the legend he is today. n

If Bell had not moved quickly to protect his ideas, his name
would never have become synonymous with the telephone.
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